Abstract-In this paper we investigate the computational power of population protocols under some unreliable or weaker interaction models. More precisely, we focus on two features related to the power of interactions: omission failures and oneway communications.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Framework
Population protocols [2] are a mathematical model that describes systems of simple mobile computational entities, called agents. Two agents can interact (i.e., exchange information) only when their movement brings them into communication range of each other. However, the movements of the agents, and thus the occurrences of their interactions, are completely unpredictable, a condition called "passive mobility".
In population protocols, when an interaction occurs, the states of the two agents involved change according to a set of deterministic rules, or "protocol". Interactions are asymmetric: one agent is the "starter", and the other is the "reactor". The execution of the protocol, through the interactions originating from the movements of the entities, generates a nondeterministic sequence of changes in the states of the entities themselves, and thus in the global state of the system. The requirements and goals of a protocol depend on the particular application. In some applications, the goal of the protocol might be to ensure that, in every execution, the system converges to a predefined final global state; In other applications, the sequence of state changes of each agent must obey precise constraints;
In an interaction, communication is generally assumed to be bidirectional or two-way: each agent of a pair receives the state of the other agent and applies the protocol's transition function to update its own state, based on the received information and its current state.
In this paper we investigate the computational power of population protocols under some unreliable and/or weaker interaction models. We focus on two features related to the power of interactions: omission failures and one-way communications. An omission failure, a notion that this paper introduces for the first time in the context of population protocols, is the loss by one or both parties of the information transmitted in an interaction. The failure may or may not be detected by either party. On the other hand, in one-way models (originally introduced in [3] ), communication occurs only in one direction: only one of the two agents can change its state depending on both states, and the other agent may or may not be aware of the interaction. These notions can be combined, obtaining one-way protocols with (possibly detectable) omission failures.
A general question is what additional power is necessary and sufficient to fill the gap between the standard two-way model and the weaker models stated above. In this paper we start addressing this question, using as a main investigation tool the concept of a simulator: a wrapper protocol converting any protocol for the standard two-way model into one running under some weaker model. A simulator provides an interface between the simulated protocol and the physical communication layer, giving the system the illusion of being in a twoway environment. As a basic feature, a simulator has to implement an atomic communication of states between two agents, always guaranteeing both safety and liveness of any problem specification.
We stress that the importance of focusing on the existence of simulators (as opposed to, say, studying the set of predicates that are computable in a given model) arises from the fact the decisions taken by some agents may be irrevocable by their very nature (e.g., set the value of a write-once register, inoculate a bird, drop a bomb on the target, etc.).
B. Main Contributions
As a first step, we define several omissive models considering both the capability to detect the proximity of another agent (i.e., interacting with another agent without viewing its state) and to detect an omission (i.e, being aware that an interaction failed). Note that these two features are independent.
In the two-way models with omissions, indicated with T i , detecting the proximity of an agent and not receiving its state is an implicit detection of an omission. For this reason, in these models, we only look at omission detection when: no detection is possible (model T 1 ), only one side detects it (model T 2 ), or both sides can detect the omission (model T 3 ).
In the one-way models, indicated with I i , detecting the proximity of another agent but not receiving its state could imply either the presence of an omission or that the agent is the starter of the interaction. We consider and analyze all possible combinations of these two capabilities. As a result, we obtain four distinct models: where no detection of omissions is present but the proximity can be detected by the starter (model I 1 ) or by both parties (model I 2 ), and where there is detection of proximity by both parties but omissions are detected only by the starter (model I 3 ) or by the reactor (model I 4 ). For completeness we also consider the known models without omissions, the original two-way model (TW) and the one-way models introduced in [3] : the Immediate Transmission model (IT), where the starter detects the proximity of the reactor, and the Immediate Observation model (IO), where there is no detection of proximity.
The hierarchy of these models is shown in Figure 1 ; more details can be found in Section II.
We consider two main types of omission adversaries: a "malignant" one, called UO, which can insert omissions at any point in the execution, and a "benign" one, called NO, which must eventually stop inserting omissions. Interactions are otherwise "globally fair". Interestingly, all our main simulators work even under the malignant UO adversary, while all our main impossibility results hold even under the benign NO adversary.
We start by analyzing the negative impact that omissions have on computability. We show that, in the absence of additional assumptions, the simulation of TW protocols in the presence of omissions is impossible even if the agents have infinite memory (Theorem 1). Among other results, we also show that, in the two weak omission models I 1 and I 2 , simulation is impossible even under an extremely limited omission adversary, called NO 1 , which can only insert at most one omission in the entire execution.
On the other hand we prove that, in the weakest one-way model, IO, simulation is possible if the agents have unique IDs or the total number of agents, n, is known (Theorems 5 and 6).
In the two strong omission models I 3 and I 4 , simulation is possible when an upper bound on the number of omissions is known (Theorem 3). This result in turn implies that, in the non-omissive IT model, TW simulation is possible with a memory overhead of Θ(log n) bits for each state of the simulated protocol (Corollary 1). In light of the fact that with constant memory, in absence of additional capabilities, IT protocols are strictly less powerful than two-way protocols [3] , our results show that this computational gap can be overcome by using additional memory.
Our main results are summarized in Figure 2 , where white blobs represent possibilities and gray blobs impossibilities. As a consequence of these results, we have a complete characterization of the feasibility of simulation when agents have infinite memory, unique IDs, or knowledge of the size of the system. If an upper bound on the number of omissions is known, we also have a complete characterization, except in model T 2 , where the problem is still open. Due to lack of space some proofs are omitted and can be found in the extended version [12] .
C. Related Work
Since their introduction, there have been extensive investigations on Population Protocols (e.g., see [4] , [7] , [9] ), and the basic assumptions of the original model have been expanded in several directions, typically to overcome inherent computability restrictions. For example, allowing each agent to have nonconstant memory [1] , [8] or assuming the presence of a leader [6] .
The issue of dependable computations in population protocols, first raised in [10] , has been considered and studied only with respect to processors' faults, and the basic model has necessarily been expanded. In [11] it has been shown how to compute functions tolerating O(1) crash-stops and transient failures, assuming that the number of failures is bounded and known. In [5] the specific majority problem under O( √ n) Byzantine failures, assuming a fair probabilistic scheduler, has been studied. In [13] unique IDs are assumed, and it is shown how to compute functions tolerating a bounded number of Byzantine faults.
Finally, to the best of our knowledge, the one-way model without omissions, has been studied only in [3] , where it is shown that IT and IO, when equipped with constant memory, can compute a set of functions that is strictly included in that of TW. Combined with our results in Figure 2 , this implies that, without using extra resources (e.g., infinite memory, leader, etc.), simulations are impossible in all the one-way and omissive models.
II. MODELS AND TERMINOLOGY
A. Population Protocols
We consider a system consisting of a set A = {a 1 , . . . , a n } of mobile agents. The mobility is passive, in the sense that it is decided by an external entity. When two agents meet, they interact with each other and perform some local computation. We always assume that interactions are instantaneous. Each interaction is asymmetric, that is, an interaction between a s and a r is indicated by the ordered pair i = (a s , a r ), where a s and a r are called starter and reactor, respectively. A protocol P is defined by the following three elements: a set of local states Q P , a set of initial states Q P ⊆ Q P , and a transition function δ P : Q P × Q P → Q P × Q P . The function δ P defines the states of the two interacting agents at the end of their local computation. With a small abuse of notation, and when no ambiguity arises, we will use the same literal (e.g., a i ) to indicate both an agent and its internal state. Since the static structure of the system is uniquely determined by P and n, we refer to it as the system (P, n). A configuration C of a system (P, n) is the n-tuple of local states in Q P (i.e., C ∈ Q n P ).
Computational relationships between models. An arrow between two blobs indicates that the class of problems solvable in the source blob is included in that of the destination blob. The models on the left, T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , are the two-way models with omissions. The models on the right, I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 , are the one-way models with omissions.
Initial Knowledge. To empower the agents, we sometimes assume that each agent has some additional knowledge, such as unique IDs and/or knowledge of n. We model this information by encoding it as a set of initial states of the agents (i.e., in Q P ).
Executions and Fairness. Whenever an interaction
We say that a set of configurations C ⊆ Q n P is closed if, for every C ∈ C, and for every configuration C obtained by permuting the states of the agents of C, also C ∈ C.
An execution Γ is globally fair (GF) if it satisfies the following condition: for every two (possibly infinite) closed sets of configurations C, C ⊆ Q n P such that for every C ∈ C there exists an interaction i and some C ∈ C such that C i − → C , if infinitely many configurations of Γ belong to C, then infinitely many configurations of Γ belong to C (although not necessarily appearing in Γ as immediate successors of configurations of C).
Note that our definition of global fairness extends the standard one, which only deals with single configurations, as opposed to sets (see [7] ). The two definitions are equivalent when applied to protocols that use only finitely many states, but our extension also works with infinitely many states, while the standard one is ineffective.
B. Interaction Models
In this paper we consider three main models of interactions: the standard Two-Way one, and two one-way models presented in [3] , i.e., the Immediate Transmission model and the Immediate Observation model.
Two-Way Model (TW).
In this model, any protocol P must have a state transition function consisting of two functions a s , a r ), f r (a s , a r ) ).
Immediate Transmission Model (IT). Any protocol P must have a state transition function consisting of two functions g : Q P → Q P and f :
Immediate Observation Model (IO). Any protocol P must have a state transition function of the form δ P (a s , a r ) = (a s , f(a s , a r ) ).
Note that, in the IT model, the starter explicitly detects the interaction, as it applies function g to its own state. In other terms, even if the starter cannot read the state of the reactor, it can still detect its "proximity". In the IO model, on the other hand, there is no such detection of an interaction (or proximity) by the starter.
C. Omissive Models
An omission is a fault affecting a single interaction. In an omissive interaction an agent does not receive any information about the state of its counterpart. Omissions are introduced by an adversarial entity. We consider: (a s , a r ), f r (a s , a r )), (o(a s ), f r (a s , a r ) ), (f s (a s , a r ), h(a r )), (o(a s ), h(a r ))} (model T 3 ) . The first pair is the outcome of an interaction when no omission is present; the other three pairs represent all possible outcomes when there is an omission: respectively, an omission on the starter's side, on the reactor's side, and on both sides. The functions o and h represent the detection capabilities of each agent: in TW, if one of these is the identity, then omissions are undetectable on the respective side. One-Way Omissive Models. In the case of one-way interactions, we have the transition relation δ(a s , a r ) = {(g(a s ), f(a s , a r )), (o(a s ), h(a r ))}. The first pair is the outcome of an interaction when no omission is present, and the second pair when there is an omission. (Note that the IO model corresponds to the case in which g is the identity function.) Once again, omissions are undetectable starter-side (respectively, reactor-side) if o (respectively, h) is the identity function. Hierarchy of Models. The previous models can be weakened by removing the omission detection, either on the starter's side, or on the reactor's side. After identifying all possible combinations of omissions and detections, and pruning out the equivalent ones, the significant models and their relationships have been reported in Figure 1 . For TW omissive models, in T 2 we have the models where there is no detection of omission either on the starter's or the reactor's side. Since these two models are symmetric, only the one without reactorside detection is reported, i.e., function h is forced to be the identity. In T 1 we have the weaker model where no detection is available, i.e., both o and h are the identity. In one-way models, function g is applied when an agent detects the proximity of another agent. However, detecting the proximity does not imply the detection of an omission: in I 2 , no agent detects an omission, but both detect the proximity of the other agent.
Each arrow in Figure 1 indicates either the obvious inclusion, that is, the transition relation of the source is a special case of the transition relation of the destination, or that the adversary can force the inclusion by avoiding omissions (this is the case with T 3 and TW, for instance). Thus, arrows also indicate inclusions of the sets of problems that are solvable in the various models.
D. Simulation of Two-Way Protocols
In this section we define the two-way protocol simulator (or "simulator" for short) and other related concepts. Given a two-way protocol P, consider a protocol S(P), whose set of local states is Q P × Q S , where Q P is the set of local states of P (the "simulated states"), and Q S is additional memory space used in the simulation. Let π P : Q P × Q S → Q P be the projection function onto the set of local states of P. By extension, if C is a configuration of S(P), we write π P (C) to indicate the configuration of P consisting of the projections of the states of the agents of C.
Given an execution Γ I (C 0 ) of S(P), where I = (i 0 , i 1 , . . . ), we say that E(Γ) = (e 0 , e 1 , . . . ) is a sequence of events for Γ if it is a weakly increasing sequence of indices of interactions of I, such that no three indices are the same, and containing at least the indices of the interactions that determine the update of the simulated state of some agent in the execution Γ (if an interaction updates the simulated states of two agents, then its index must appear twice in E(Γ)). So, with each event e j in E(Γ), we can associate a unique agent involved in the interaction i ej ; preferably, this agent is one that effectively changes simulated state as a result of i ej . We also allow extra events in E(Γ), associated with agents that do not change simulated state, because we want to take into account simulations of two-way protocols that occasionally leave the state of an agent unchanged.
If
. In other words, C − j and C + j are the configurations before and after the j-th update of the simulated state, respectively.
Definition 3 (Perfect matching of events). Given an execution of Γ I (C 0 ) of a run I and a sequence of events E(Γ), a perfect matching M (E) is a partition of N into ordered pairs (viewed as indices of events of E(Γ)) such that, if (e j , e k ) ∈ M (E)
, where e j is associated with agent a x and e k with agent a y , then x = y and
Intuitively, a pair (e j , e k ) in a perfect matching is the pair of events representing the two state changes given by a twoway interaction of agents under the simulated protocol P. The events e j and e k correspond to the updates of the simulated states of the starter and the reactor, respectively. A matching M (E) induces a derived run D of P as follows. Sort the pairs (e j , e k ) of M (E) by increasing min{e j , e k }, and let M be the sorted sequence. Now, if (e j , e k ) is the m-th element of M , agent a x is associated with event e j and agent a y is associated with event e k , then the m-th element of D is (x, y) . Now, the derived execution induced by M (E) is simply the execution of P induced by D, i.e., Γ D (π P (C 0 )).
Definition 4 (Simulation).
A protocol S(P) simulates P if, for any initial configuration C 0 of n agents of S(P), and any run I whose execution Γ I (C 0 ) satisfies the GF condition, there exists a sequence of events E(Γ) with a perfect matching M (E) whose derived execution is an execution of n agents of P starting from the initial configuration π P (C 0 ) and satisfying the GF condition. We further require that, for each initial configuration C 0 , every finite initial sequence of interactions of S(P) (possibly with omissions) can be extended to an infinite Figure 1) one I, having no additional omissions, whose execution Γ I (C 0 ) satisfies the GF condition.
The last clause of the definition has been added because, with infinite-memory protocols, the existence of GF executions cannot be taken for granted.
III. IMPOSSIBILITIES FOR SIMULATION IN PRESENCE OF OMISSIONS
In this section we show that simulations of TW models are impossible when omissions are present, even if the system is endowed with infinite memory.
Theorem 1.
Given an infinite amount of memory on each agent, it is impossible to simulate every TW protocol in the T 3 model (hence in all the omissive models of Figure 1) , even under the NO adversary.
For models T 1 ,I 1 and I 2 , we can strengthen Theorem 1.
Theorem 2.
Given an infinite amount of memory on each agent, it is impossible to simulate every TW protocol in the interaction models T 1 , I 1 , and I 2 , even under the NO 1 adversary.
IV. SIMULATION IN OMISSIVE MODELS
In this section we focus on designing simulators of twoway protocols. In light of the impossibilities presented in the previous section, additional assumptions are necessary. Section IV-A assumes some knowledge on the maximum number of omissions, Section IV-B assumes the presence of unique IDs, and finally in Section IV-C we assume to know the number of agents.
A. Knowledge on Omissions: Simulator S KnO
Here we assume to know an upper bound o on the number of omissions, i.e., for any sequence of interactions I on which the simulator runs we have O(I) ≤ o. We will show that under this assumption there exists a simulator for models I 3 and I 4 .
This contrasts with models I 1 and I 2 , in which it is impossible to simulate even when O(I) ≤ 1 (see Theorem 2) .
We explain the simulator S KnO under model I 3 ; the version for model I 4 is only slightly different, and its correctness follows from symmetry considerations. The simulator is based on the exchange of "tokens". Each simulated state q ∈ Q P is represented as a sequence of numbered tokens:
q, 1 , . . . , q, o + 1 . Intuitively, an agent tries to transmit its state to others by sending one token at a time, for o + 1 consecutive interactions, each time incrementing the counter. When a reactor detects an omission, it generates a joker token J , which will also be sent in successive interactions. Note that there are never more than o jokers circulating. Every time an agent gets a new token, it checks if it owns the complete set of o + 1 tokens representing some state q and, if so, it simulates (part of) an interaction with a hypothetical partner in state q. If the complete set of tokens is not available, the agent is allowed to replace the missing tokens with the jokers that it currently owns. After the o + 1 tokens have been used, they are discarded and withdrawn from circulation. However, if an agent uses some joker tokens, it "takes note" of what tokens these jokers are replacing. If later on the same agent obtains one of the tokens in this list, say q, i , it turns q, i into a joker and removes q, i from the list. (This is reminiscent of the card game Rummy.)
Simulator Variables. Each agent has a queue of tokens to be sent, called sending, initially empty. It also has a variable state sim = available for the state of the simulator protocol, a variable state P for the state of the simulated protocol (initialized according to its initial simulated state), and a multiset of tokens called Jokers, initially empty.
Simulator Protocol. Suppose that an agent interacts as a starter. If state sim = available and sending is empty, the agent switches to state sim = pending and inserts the complete set of tokens state P , 1 , . . . , state P , o + 1 into sending. In any case, and regardless of state sim , the starter removes the first token from the queue, and the reactor reads it.
Suppose now that an agent interacts as a reactor. To begin with, it reads the first token from the sending queue of the starter, and enqueues it into its own sending queue. If it detects an omission, it enqueues a joker token instead. Then it performs a preliminary check: if state sim = pending, and the agent can find a complete set of tokens for its own state (i.e., state P ) in its own sending queue (possibly using some joker tokens as wildcards), it switches to state sim = available and removes the set of o + 1 used tokens from the queue. After this preliminary check, the core protocol starts: if state sim = available, and the agent has a complete set of tokens for some state q in its own sending queue (possibly using some joker tokens), it removes the set of o + 1 used tokens from the queue, it simulates its part of the two-way transition with an agent in state q (i.e., it updates state P = δ(q, state P ) [1] ), and it enqueues into sending a complete set of "state change" tokens, i.e., (q, state P ), 1 , . . . , (q, state P ), o + 1 . On the other hand, if state sim = pending, and the agent has a complete set of state change tokens of the form (state P , q ), i in its own sending queue (possibly using some joker tokens), it removes the set of o + 1 used tokens from the queue, it updates state P = δ(state P , q )[0], and switches to state sim = available. Also, whenever a reactor uses a joker token as a substitute for some token q, i , it adds q, i to the multi-set Jokers. Symmetrically, when it receives a new token q, i from a starter and that token is in Jokers, it removes one copy of q, i from Jokers, removes the last copy of q, i from senders, and enqueues a new joker token into senders.
Due to space constraints, the proof of correctness of this simulator is in the Appendix. By applying this theorem to a system without omissions (i.e., plugging o = 0), we have: The pairing state could be seen as a "soft" commitment in which a reactor picks a specific agent as a possible partner for a two-way interaction. In some specific conditions, an agent in the pairing state can "roll back" to the available state without completing a simulated two-way interaction; this will be covered later.
The simulation proceeds as soon as a s , which is available, receives the information that some other agent a r is in the pairing state and wants to pair up with an agent that has my id = s and simulated state q s . In this case a s sets its simulator state to locked, stores a r 's simulated state and ID, and executes the transition δ P ( 
C. Simulating with knowledge of n
We give the following additional result on simulating when additional knowledge is available to the agents.
Theorem 6.
With the knowledge of |A| = n and Θ(log n) bits of memory on each agent, every TW protocol can be simulated in IO.
